13. Change of Schedule

A Customer receiving service under Schedule GL may, at any time, contract for the service under Schedule P. Where the estimated cost of additional main facilities required for the supply of service at 13,200 volts and over does not exceed $1,000, the initial term of contract under the latter schedule may be reduced by the number of consecutive months, immediately preceding the change of schedule, in which the Customer's Billing Demand under the former schedule at that location exceeds 1,300 kW, but in no event to less than 1 year.

A Customer receiving service under Schedule P may, upon request, at any time after the expiration of the initial term of contract be billed, effective from the date of the first regular meter reading following the receipt by the Company of the request, for service after that date, under Schedule GL. Billing under Schedule P may subsequently be resumed effective with the date of the first regular meter reading following the Customer's request for such resumption, for service after that date, but the foregoing provisions are not then available for application until the expiration of 1 year from the end of the period for which service was billed under Schedule GL.

The provisions of the preceding paragraph are applicable during the initial term of contract under Schedule P, upon payment by the Customer to the Company of such an amount, if any, as would be held by the Company at the time of application of Schedule GL, had the provisions of Sec. 8.4 Doubtful Permanency Service applied to the service from the beginning of the contract, such payment to be subject to refund only in the event of a resumption of billing under Schedule P and, in that case, in full; in such event, the initial term of contract under Schedule P is extended by the amount of time during which the Customer was billed under Schedule GL; and a further change by the Customer to Schedule GL is not permitted until the expiration of the extended initial term of contract under Schedule P, but in no event until the expiration of 1 year from the end of the period for which service was billed under Schedule GL.

A change from Schedule P to Schedule GL is subject to the following additional provisions until such time as billing under the former schedule is resumed or service is supplied at other than Primary Systems voltage:

(a) Transforming equipment to continue to be provided and maintained by the Customer, and metering to continue to be at Primary Systems voltage.
(b) Monthly Net Rates billed at Schedule GL Primary Service.

A Customer receiving service under Schedule R or Schedule RL may, where applicable, be placed on either the Schedule G or Schedule GS. Where applicable, a Customer may transfer from Schedule G or Schedule GS to Schedule GL. Similarly, where applicable, a Customer may transfer from Schedule GL to Schedule G or Schedule GS. The specified Term of Contract applies.
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